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the root cause of islamist terror mark humphrys - the arab islamic culture of shame and pride the culture of shame who
is our enemy by steven den beste their hate is not based on reason it is not based on things we have done or any rational
grievance, islam the proceedings of the friesian school - it is a hard fight it s extremely difficult day after day when you
face people and say if sharia law is taken to its logic this is what things are going to look like and you come across people
who say you got it all wrong, the suicide of reason radical islam s threat to the west - the suicide of reason radical islam
s threat to the west lee harris on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers whether by choice or not the west finds itself
in a low grade yet bitter war with islamic fanaticism it is a war the west is singularly ill equipped to fight the foe is resistant to
any of the normal methods of conflict resolution such as negotiation, history of the crusades against jihad 1095 1297 what is jihad the arabic word jihad is derived from the root word jahada struggle jihad has come to mean an offensive war to
be waged by muslims against all non muslims to convert them to islam on the pain of death, history of jihad against the
british from 1850 onwards - what is jihad the arabic word jihad is derived from the root word jahada struggle jihad has
come to mean an offensive war to be waged by muslims against all non muslims to convert them to islam on the pain of
death, the mind of the left mark humphrys - the mind of the left the continued appeal of socialism and totalitarianism to
the young what is wrong with us that we are attracted to leftism when we are young stanley kurtz describes the leftist mind i
know so well in ireland defending democracy and opposing tyranny is just too obvious too embarrassing for the
sophisticated modern mind the young modern leftist prefers to feel that, an inquiry into islam what makes islam so
successful - 2 the quran includes instructions for its own spread it tells believers they must spread islam it is their holy duty
to bring mohammad s warnings and islamic law to every corner of the world read more about that, table of contents
catholic american thinker - table of contents vic biorseth tuesday july 30 2013 https www catholicamericanthinker com this
webpage was inspired by comments from john of escondido california whose motivating comments can be seen after the of
lies and liars webpage john recommended an executive summary of each webpage which seemed at first to present a
daunting task, true history of islam mohammed and the koran - the god of muslims is revealed as a tyrant who demands
muslims and all others submit to him whereas in the new testament jesus revealed to christians a god who is a loving father
who wants us to come to him via free will, israel answering islam org - israel and the world s mock trial the shame 1
introduction 2 turning the tables around to see in the eyes of a jew the unlikely scenario, islam the religion of the easily
offended - this is a discussion of islam especially violent radical islam and its effect on us national security and the stability
of our american culture militant islamism is headed toward world domination despite its claims to be a religion of peace
islam is not just another way to god it is incompatible with christianity if christianity is true and valid then islam cannot be,
islam s hatred of the non muslim middle east forum - jihad intel provides local law enforcement with tools to detect and
prevent islamist terrorism at the behest of islamists and leftists references to islam have been removed from law
enforcement and national security training materials, the temporary autonomous zone - communique 3 haymarket issue i
need only mention in passing that there is a curious reappearance of the catfish tradition in the popular godzilla cycle of
films which arose after the nuclear chaos unleashed upon japan, the islamization of britain in 2017 gatestone institute reports of alleged links between islamic charities and terrorism or extremism surged to a record high according to the charity
commission a charity watchdog, moammar gaddafi warned europe if i bare naked islam - before barack hussein obama
came to power libyan leader moammar gaddafi was aggressively blocking the tidal wave of mostly muslim illegal aliens
heading for europe from sub saharan africa and repatriating them back to africa, the ottoman sultans of turkey
successors in romania - by the end of the 15th century the ottoman empire was in extent much like romania of the
macedonian emperors had been in the mid 11th century with of course now the same capital constantinople much that
seems characteristic of islam today like the domed mosque and perhaps even the symbol of the crescent are due to
byzantine influence by way of the ottomans, opinion the jerusalem post - jerusalem post s talented team of journalists
provides insight into their work presented in the opinion section this section highlights the beliefs and values that
experienced writers who are
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